HQDA Overview
You did GREAT!!!

108%
Some Changes Can Be Good

“You don’t have to love change to be successful, but you need to be willing to accept it. Change is a catalyst for personal growth.

It gets you out of a rut, it gives you a fresh start, and it affords you an opportunity to reevaluate your direction......If you resist change, you’re really resisting success.”

John Maxwell
Changes in Retention

- CSRB for SOF Soldiers -- $150K
- Increased SRB for deployed Soldiers -- $15K
- Opened reenlistment window for deployed Soldiers
- Offered CSRB to other Critical Skills -- $50K
- Approved MOS Conversion Bonus for 79R
- Increased SRB cap by $5K for FY05 Soldiers
- Opened reenlistment window to 24 months
- Increased SRB cap for FY05 Soldiers to $7.5K
- Issued an Annual Retention Mission
- Authorized AC Counselors to write AC to RC Contracts
What Does FY06 Bring??

A Challenging Retention Mission!
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Questions?